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	Date: 1/10/17
	Strategic Planner: Benson/Miller
	Business Unit Director: Joncas
	What do we want this communication to do?: Stir up enthusiastic, creative expression to celebrate our 100% Real Cheese news.
	Brand purpose: We exist to serve up tasty, goodness with a side of laughter. 
	What's our situation?: Helper will now have 100% Real Cheese. This is huge news because it scores off the chart for TASTE. Imagine taking Helper, an already over-the-top cravable and delicious food, and making it even more tasty. While other CPG brands would have huge campaigns dedicated to something like this (ex. Kraft Mac & Cheese), we want to do something more grassroots. Something more aligned with why our Twitter and Facebook communities love Helper (and Lefty).
	What's true & interesting?: We have tremendously engaged social communities. @Lefty has continually grown in popularity (since 2013) because we're incredibly relevant and generous with our fans. Everything we do: the Mix Tape, a clothing line, attending ComplexCon (on a general admission ticket) with @RetroSpectro, is co-signed by them. On Facebook, Lefty is treated more like a best friend than a mascot and people share pictures and stories with us on the regular.
	What are we trying to win with?: In a perfect world, both Brandon (young-Millennial) and Lisa (36-year-old mom) would appreciate what we do. They both believe there is pride in owning and loving who you are and where you came from... being real, which is what Helper and @Lefty do so well.
	What's interesting about them?: Brandon is more likely to want to participate and create (Think: making gifs, memes, tracks, reviews, etc). Lisa is much more interested in consuming content and being entertained (Think: FB likes, shares, comments). 
	What cultural forces are at play?: What will make this idea catch fire is treating it as content development for platforms our fans love (social/influencer). This is not going to be a campaign that we can "buy" our buzz with media dollars. We need earned engagement and interest. To do so we need to stick with highly relevant things like: music, fashion, and witty-irreverent-humor to encourage participation with Brandon and engagement with Lisa. 


